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Dear Dr. C., 	 11/24/83 
Doing what was required by media interest in the anniversary has put me farthur 

behind in urgent FOIA litigation matters and I've not yet been able to think the 
reprint natter through. I may have some oopies reproduced by offset. In any events 
I'll let you know and at worst you'll be able to make aereate. 

One of the things that took some time was the rather bad ClidatiLaVNA.  bey 
Jean Davison. I wont over it thoroughly, by request, rather over proofs, and there 
is no doubt at all that she is deliberately dishonest with regard to Oswald. I made 
preparation, again by request. to address these matters on the Fanifica special of 
night before last only to have the moderator out meeeff.upder oonditiona that were 
arranged to leave me tedamliemehthey out the Phone and I was not in the studio. 
While I have no reason to believe you will be at all interested in her, I'll keep 
what I did on file if it ever interests you. 

HeanwUle, if you see anything on her or her book because it serves official, 
particularly intellignce, interests so well, I'd like copies. 

Norton 10 the publisher and, remarkably, is withholding the usual biographical 
data always used to promote. 3h is a former Athens, Ga., English instructor at, I 
think, a branch of the state univ., is married to a zoologist who is at the Univ. 
of Vt. at Burlington, won a prize for a novel, has two deUghters, and all of this 
is in Contemporary Auyhers. But even that Norton has not dietibuted. 

TV and somethiees spear:he create problems for those of us who try to taro= 
ful/y. One solution is resort to int errelated, conelusory short sentences. For 
examplet The crime Was beyond the capability of any one man, there a conspiracy. 
Then: Nobody in the world has been able to duplicate the shooting attributed to 
Oawald. Then: the Ocenission used the best experts the NRA, could provide and they 
didn't even come close. Then you can add even more, if needed. Each of thee simple 
and quite truthful statments can be amplified. But tuaess you are questioned, for 
TV it isn't necessary, and one does follow the other if you are queationed, 

eopc  um-TV used you. They were here and knew of you. 
Library order not here yet. 

Best wished, 


